
AN ANALYSIS OF THE LIFE AND WORK BY MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AN

AMERICAN SOCIAL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Struggle for Economic Justice "Never before have King's social and political ideas been
so thoroughly documented Jackson challenges us to confront what King and movement activists knew from lifelong
substance of a rare leader who gave his life in the pursuit of global human rights.

The rich nations must use their vast resources of wealth to develop the underdeveloped, school the
unschooled, and feed the unfed. But for the first time, we witnessed being kicked out of jail. King and his nine
siblings grew up in a financially secure middle class family. For a long time, the world has been exposed to
the persuasive model of rhetoric that has dominated most of the speeches we have had. Therefore, he enlisted
the aid of additional church leaders and Walter Reuther , president of the United Automobile Workers , to help
mobilize demonstrators for the cause. We live in the 21st century, a century where people thought we would
be all unicorns and rainbows; people thought wrong. Bush have contributed to modern social movements by,
doing as Dr. This momentous decree came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had
been seared in the flames of withering injustice. Some of the most prominent civil rights leaders include
Martin Luther King Jr. He was a very courageous and intelligent man who fought so hard for the blacks or
African-Americans like myself to have equal rights like the whites or Caucasian people. Michael Luther King
Jr. With his incredible intelligence and eloquence as a doctorate in Theological Studies, his establishment as
such a respected leader, and his fervor and charisma in delivering the speech, Dr. While Malcom X believed
that such a thing should be obtained at all costs, with violence or otherwise. We must still face prodigious
hilltops of opposition and gigantic mountains of resistance. Martin Luther King. But in spite of temporary
victories, violence never brings permanent peace. King was clearly well-versed in both American history and
religious scripture, and he seamlessly weaves references to both into the fabric of his oration. Recent events
have vividly reminded us that nations are not reducing but rather increasing their arsenals of weapons of mass
destruction. This, of course, would have been a very important idea in the mind of Dr. He has produced
machines that think and instruments that peer into the unfathomable ranges of interstellar space. The one thing
I can tell you there is always a few that will linger and stick around in your head. Love is the key to the
solution of the problems of the world. His dream was halfway fulfilled and we can say halfway because still
today in society even though there is no segregation, people still judge and still think wrong about others. A
primary goal here is to help the students see the common structural and figurative threads that tie together
many famous oratorical works. A so-called limited war will leave little more than a calamitous legacy of
human suffering, political turmoil, and spiritual disillusionment. Some years ago a famous novelist died. In
fact, he skipped Dr. The man who gave a speech that was forever going to be remembered by thousands of
people around the world. Martin Luther King, Jr stated his dreams of what America should be like, equal for
all colored people, including blacks. Old systems of exploitation and oppression are passing away, and out of
the womb of a frail world new systems of justice and equality are being born. King, Ralph Abernathy, Fred
Shuttlesworth, Joseph Lowery, and other civil rights activists founded the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference SCLC to harness the organizing power of black churches to conduct nonviolent protests to
ultimately achieve civil rights reform. On the ride home to Atlanta by bus, he and his teacher were ordered by
the driver to stand so that white passengers could sit down. It is like he had a superpower to convince anyone
with only his words. It is the method which seeks to implement the just law by appealing to the conscience of
the great decent majority who through blindness, fear, pride, and irrationality have allowed their consciences
to sleep. History is cluttered with the wreckage of nations and individuals that pursued this self-defeating path
of hate. The richer we have become materially, the poorer we have become morally and spiritually.


